
Around the Courthouse

Join Rocky Ringtail &
Become a Junior Ranger!

By becoming a Junior Ranger at Tombstone Courthouse 

State Historic Park, you are pledging to do your part to 

learn some of the history that makes Arizona special!

You can become a Junior Ranger if you:

• are between 6–12 years old

• complete  as many questions as you can

Bring this completed Junior Ranger Journal to the ranger 

station to be checked, take your pledge, and get your stamp!

See photos and learn more about this park online at: 

AZStateParks.com/Tombstone

Tombstone Courthouse

Rocky
Ringtail

What’s 
Inside?
✔ Activities
✔ Puzzles
✔  Morse Code
✔  Jr. Ranger Pledge

How many steps does it take 

to process silver from rock? 

Ed ______________ discovered silver        

and started the town of Tombstone!  

His silver claim would be worth $20 

million today!

Name one 

thing you found 

interesting in the 

sheriff's office? 

__________________

__________________

Can you find 
the safe?

Were you able to 
open the safe?

 yes       no

Look through the old- 
fashioned viewmaster 
called a stereoscope,   

that was popular 
entertainment before TV! 

You should be able to 
see a  

"3-D" image.

Try to move the 
heavy vault doors in 
the gift shop.  This 

was the original 
County Treasurer's 

Vault.

How many saddles 
are on display?

–––––––––

How many people 
were hanged in the 
courtyard?  ____
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     Cowboys really did use bedrolls for            
sleeping!  This bedroll is a piece of canvas    

and a _____________ stitched together.     
Old bedrolls are rare because when they got  

worn, the cloth was reused for other things.             
(Cowboys recycled, too!) There are _____ different types of barbed wire here.

Draw a picture of your favorite!  

Why were so many important documents 
written by hand? 

 

   (Hint: It's not because the books 
  wouldn't fit into their 
   computer printers!)

The gambling 
table was for a 

game called
 _________! 

How was the 
piano transported 

to Tombstone?
 ______________  

How was the fire 
hose cart pulled
to a fire? _________ 

_________________

_________________



Rocky's Corner

Hunt and Find!

Can you answer these questions about Tombstone Courthouse State Historic Park?

1.  What was the strangest or most interesting thing you learned at the park? 
_________________________________________________________

2.  Would you like to have lived in Tombstone during the silver mining days? ______________________________
________________________________

3.  There are 3 vaults in the building.  A vault is a safe you can walk in. Can you find them all?  List their locations   

1. ________________________         2.___________________________

3._________________________        

4.  Notice the clothes on display in the Courthouse.  Most are adult-size clothes that actually fit average people 
100 years ago!  Do you think you could fit into them?   _________________  
Would they fit any adult you know?________

buttonhook for shoes

hatpins

chamberpot

Can you find the items shown below? Place a checkmark in the box as you find each item. Do you still use any 
of these things in your home today?  These were common, everyday items in the 1800s. I wonder what things 
we use that people will find funny or strange 100 years from now?

button shoes
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Camillus Sydney Fly, or C.S. as he was called, was a 
photographer in the 1800s. C.S. and his wife Mollie ran 
a successful photography business in the boomtown 

of Tombstone. We are used to seeing photographs with stories in the newspaper, but that 
was unusual 100 years ago when C.S. began producing photographs of famous people and 
events. Copies of his work are on display here at Tombstone Courthouse. C.S. Fly went with 
General Crook when he went to talk to Geronimo about surrendering and going to live on a 
reservation. While they were talking with Geronimo, C.S. was posing the Apache warriors 
and telling them to look one direction or the other. Most people considered this to be very 
brave. The Apaches thought he was crazy!

When C.S. returned to Tombstone, he sold copies of the photos to a national magazine 
and to people who wanted authentic photos taken of Geronimo and his warriors. Would you like to have been a 
photographer in Tombstone's past? What event would you have photographed? 

Junior Ranger Checklist

I am between 6–9 years old and have completed 3 activities and 
Rocky's Corner!  

I am between 10–12 years old and have completed 5 activities and 
Rocky's Corner!

Park Ranger signature Junior Ranger signature

Geronimo poses with members of his tribe and General 
George Crook's staff during peace negotiations on 

March 27, 1886

C.S. Fly's image of miner George 
Warren first appeared in Souvenir of 

Bisbee published in 1900

We hope you had fun and learned a bit about Tombstone 
Courthouse State Historic Park and the history of Arizona. 
Before checking in with the ranger, make sure you have:

As an Arizona 
State Parks Junior 
Ranger, I pledge 
to do my part 
to learn about 
Arizona's history. 
Knowing about the 
past can teach us 
about the future.

Granite Mountain 
Hotshots Memorial 

azstateparks.com

Park Stamp

Junior Ranger
Pledge

1110 W. Washington St., Ste. 100
Phoenix, AZ 85007

For reservations, call or visit:
1-877-MYPARKS | azstateparks.com
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Camillus Sydney Fly


